Detection Of Diabetics Mellitus And Tongue Cancer Using Tongue Features By Hybrid Classifier
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Abstract: Diabetics Mellitus (DM) And Its Problems Leading To Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) And Tongue Cancer Are Soon To Become One Of The 21st Century’s Major Health Problems. This Represents A Huge Financial Burden To Healthcare Officials And Governments. To Overcome This Burden, We Develop This Model To Detect Both Diabetics Mellitus And Tongue Cancer On A Single Model. It Is Based On Person Tongue Images Using The Feature Of Color, Texture And Geometry. Features Extraction Are By Different Color Spaces I.E Rgb To Hsv. First Image Is Enrolled And It Is Undergone With Enhancement And Background Removal. Then All 3Features (Color, Texture, Geometry) Are Extracted. With All This It Is Easy To Distinguish A Diabetes Mellitus And Tongue Cancer Patient And Normal Person From Their Tongue Images. A Tongue Color Limit Is Established With 12 Colors Representing The Tongue Color Features. The Texture Value Of Eight Blocks Strategically Located On The Tongue Surface. With The Additional Means Of All Eight Blocks Are Used To Characterize The Nine Tongue Texture Features. Finally, 13 Features Extracted From Tongue Images Based On Measurements, Areas, Distances And Their Proportion Represent The Geometry Feature.

I. Introduction

Diabetes Is A Group Of Metabolic Diseases Caused By Hyperglycemia This Is Because Of Defects In Insulin Secretion, Insulin Action And Both. Next Stage Chronic Hyperglycemia Of Diabetes Is Associated With Long Term Damage, Dysfunction, And Failure Of Different Organs Of Body, Especially The Eyes, Kidneys, Nerves, Heart, And Blood Vessels. This Deficiency Leads To Destruction Of The B-Cells Of The Pancreas With Consequent Insulin Deficiency To Abnormalities That Result In Resistance To Insulin Action And Reaction Process. Deficiency Of Insulin Results From Inadequate Insulin Secretion Otherwise Diminished Tissue Responses To Insulin At The Complex Pathways Of Hormonal Reaction In The Body. Long-Term Complications Of Diabetes Causes Retinopathy With Potential Vision Loss, Nephropathy Leading To Renal Failure, Peripheral Neuropathy With Foot Ulcers, Amputations, Charcot Joints, And Autonomic Neuropathy Causing Gastrointestinal, Genitourinary, And Cardiovascular Symptoms And Sexual Dysfunction. Patients With Diabetes Have An Increased Incidence Of Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular, Peripheral Arterial And Cerebrovascular Disease. Hypertension And Abnormalities Of Lipoprotein Metabolism Are Often Found In People With Diabetes. Tongue Diagnosis Is One Of The Few Diagnostic Techniques That Accord With The Most Promising Direction With Pain And No Injury. Tongue Diagnosis Has Played Such A Prominent Role In The Diagnosis And The Subsequent Treatment Of Disease And It Has Attracted An Increasing Amount Of Attention Both In Clinical Medicine And Biomedicine. However, Traditional Tongue Diagnosis Has Its Inevitable Limitations. First, The Clinical Competence Of Tongue Diagnosis Is Determined By The Experience And Knowledge Of The Physicians. Second, Environmental Factors, Such As Differences In Light Sources And Their Brightness, Have A Great Influence On The Physicians In Obtaining Good Diagnostic Results From The Tongue. Finally, Traditional Tongue Diagnosis Is Intimately Related To The Identification Of Syndromes, And It Is Not Very Well Understood By Western Medicine And Modern Biomedicine. So, That It Is Necessary To Build An Objective And Quantitative Diagnostic Standard For Tongue Diagnosis.

II. Related Work

Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) Of Diabetic Retinopathy (DR)—A Common And Severe Complication Of Long-Term Diabetes Which Damages The Retina And Cause Blindness. Since Microaneurysms Are Regarded As The First Signs Of DR, There Has Been Extensive Research On Effective Detection And Localization Of These Abnormalities In Retinal Images. In Contrast To Existing Algorithms, A New Approach Based On Multi-Scale Correlation Filtering (MSCF) And Dynamic Thresholding Is Developed. This Consists Of Two Levels, Microaneurysm Candidate Detection (Coarse Level) And True Microaneurysm Classification.
2.1: Existing System
In the existing system, the Diabetes Mellitus is detected by using tongue images. Further, the algorithm used is edge detection method but unfortunately results in poor detection of edge. Global threshold algorithm and neural network has disadvantage for large features and characteristics of image makes the detection of disease difficult.

2.2: Proposed System
In our proposed system, the Diabetes Mellitus is detected along with the tongue cancer. Our method uses SVM classifier for the classification purpose. The tongue image of person is considered as input image. This image is further proceed for pre-processing, it is done to produce uniform illumination. The pre-processing method includes smoothing, background subtraction and mean.

2.2.1: SVM Classifier
In machine learning, Support Vector Machines (SVMs, also Support Vector Networks) are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regression analysis. An SVM model is a representation of the examples as points in space, mapped so that the examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. In addition to performing linear classification, SVMs can efficiently perform a non-linear classification using what is called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces. The clustering algorithm which provides an improvement to the Support Vector Machines is called Support Vector Clustering and is used in industrial applications either when data are not labeled or when only some data are labeled as a preprocessing for a classification pass.

III. Project Description

The system proposes a tongue image pre-processing, feature extraction and feature analysis and final classification. This process is depicted. For SVM classification, system takes images of tongue and divides the image into 6 areas. For each area number of color and features are extracted. From these number of features, SVM identify the levels of severity such as, health, acute, sub acute, chronic and regenerative.

In training phase, the input images had been selected and given as input. The four stages includes pre-processing, image segmentation, feature extraction and classification had been proposed. In pre-processing stage, the noise had been removed from the input image using filters, and image resizing, contrast enhancement process will take place. In the image, standard deviation, entropy, contrast, etc., this features had been stored in a database. In the classification block, we are using SVM segmentation block. The image from the pre-processing had been fed into it. The technique named thresholding and edge detection had been used. This method will segment the tongue part from other region. From the segmented part, the various features had been main purpose of this classifier is to classify the tongue images whether it is affected by disease or not.
IV. Results

Fig1: Input Image

Fig2: Edge Detection

Fig3: Message Box

V. Conclusion

In this paper, image of tongue is processed. Features extraction from tongue image is proposed from three groups includes color, texture, and geometry. SVM used to establish the classification for diabetes model which provided good result. Pre-processing of data and its parameters has impact in result. Then advantage is that information provided is not lost as considered about the previous one. Hence the classification produced good efficiency.
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